Greater Rio Dell—a United Community

Progressive And Growing Town Coming Into Own

By Chief Schrammery

Photos by Freeman Ant

Rio Dell is a community that just grew, and it is doing a surprisingly good job of it. Located on a wide gentle slope bounded by the hills on one side, and Ed river on the other, it occupies one of the finest natural locations in Humboldt. And by a well-planned new district of the former Ed river community, it has taken full advantage of that.

Greater Rio Dell now extends from the river to the hills, and is growing right into the hills. There is a new cemetery on the west side of the river, and another on the east side. The new cemetery has a good view of the town, and is accessible by a new road.
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One of the town’s new modern schools, which is to be enlarged soon.

Where Rio Dell’s new highway cutoff begins—white lines follow old roads.

View over the former Wildwood section of Rio Dell, from hillside, showing Closely built-up residential area.

The deep hole at Scenic bluffs, where Ed river takes its great bend on its way down to the sea—fishing’s good!

Air view of part of Greater Rio Dell, showing community’s beautiful setting and strategic area for future growth. Photo by Jerry Simms.

A view of the town from the new hilltop station.

RIO DELL SPACE RACE
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